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An assistant for the next generation by



What is SmarterStart?
SmarterStart is what we came up with when we 

decided to clear all our preconceptions about 
what a home was and fully redesigned it from 
the ground up. Designed with the next genera-

tion in mind, it adapts to you and your usage to 
create the smartest, most sustainable and most 

affordable housing ever available.

Utilising our immense cloud power and the 
hundreds of smart sensors within the house, 

we can accurately measure what your daily 
routines are and adjust the house accordingly, 
streamlining whatever you happen to be doing, 
from getting up in the morning to hosting a din-
ner party. SmarterStart adapts around you with 
its companions to be the most useful assistant 

ever.

By utilising your data, we are able to crowdfund 
to subsidise the rent of the house. We make 

your house more you and whilst doing this 
save you time by delivering you suggestions 

for things you may want to buy. We do not sell 
your personal information to anyone, only your 
recent locations, websites and apps you have 

used, videos and adverts that you have interact-
ed with and general information like age, ethnic-
ity, gender, common interests and what brands 
you like. SmarterStart adapts to you to become 

the smartest house ever.



SmarterFridge
About 50% (60 million tons) of all produce in the United States 
is thrown away and a lot of that is because it goes off before 
we can use it. With SmarterFridge, you’ll never have that prob-
lem again. Using advanced sensors within the fridge, Smarter-
Fridge detects what food is inside and when it was put in, rec-
ommending what you should eat first and suggesting recipes 
that could be used to make use of the items. 

Using scanning technologies, SmarterFridge can also detect 
the amount of nutrients and calories within the items inside 
and make sure you are getting a balanced diet. With special-
ised plans, you will never have to plan a meal again as Smart-
erFridge will order food for you, right to your door without any 
input needed. Tell SmarterFridge what you like and don’t like 
and it will introduce you to foods you never thought you would 
cook. 

SmarterFridge also knows when food 
is in good supply and when it is not, 
finding you the cheapest and most in 
demand food and utilising items that 
would soon go off to cut down on 
wastage within the wider community. 
By planning these meals in advance, 
SmarterFridge cares for the planet 
and saves you money at the same 
time. 

Ready to go on a better diet? Smarter-
Fridge is designed with that in mind. 
By tracking all your calorie intake, 
SmarterFridge knows what foods to 
give you and when it’s better to not 
have them. It will reduce temptation 
to snack by automatically locking 
certain compartments after food 
preparation is done or by dispensing 
allowances. SmarterFridge cares for 
your health and will help you reach 
your goals. 



SmarterBand

Designed to be worn all the time, SmarterBand tracks all your movement throughout the day, 
reminding you to stand and syncing with other devices within SmarterStart to make sure you are 
living as healthily as possible. With its heart rate and blood sugar sensors, SmarterBand gives you 
a comprehensive view of what your health is and syncs with SmarterHome to recommend activi-
ties within the community where you can increase your activity. 

With SmarterEvents, running with new people has never been easier and a few small vibrations on 
your wrist will alert you when an event is going to start so you never miss one! SmarterBand will 
even recommend active wear based on your body type so you can look your best and do your best. 

GPS tracking within SmarterBand allows tracking of all your activity and works with SmarterStart 
to save you money. SmarterBand will detect when you won’t be home and will reduce heating or 
cooling within the home and arrange food around you to minimise wastage. Best of all, quick scan-
ning technologies through an IR camera on the band allow quick recognition of food you might be 
eating elsewhere to track calories and fat intake.



SmarterBed

A revolution in bed technology, SmarterBed will get you the best night’s sleep and track it. Working 
with SmarterBand, SmarterBed accurately tracks your sleeping patterns between deep and light 
sleep to determine how much ‘useful’ sleep you have acquired. From this SmarterBed will recom-
mend when you should sleep and what time is best for you to wake up. 

Included with SmarterBed are SmarterPillows, revolutionary pillows with integrated motors to 
remove snoring and to wake you up gently in the morning. Best of all, there’s no charging to be 
done as SmarterBand and SmarterPillows charge wirelessly through the bed, making sure that you 
never miss a good night’s sleep. 

SmarterBed will even arrange for the laundrette to come and pick up the sheets every week, track-
ing when you are most likely to be out and arranging this automagically. It can even detect if there 
has been an accident within the bed and arrange for the sheets to be changed whilst you are out, 
meaning you never have to worry about a dirty bed again!



SmarterScale

It’s really easy to sit down and laze 
around all day. With SmarterSit, you’ll 
be alerted to when you’ve been seated in 
one place too long or if your posture is not 
optimal, avoiding back ache or problems in 
later life. Weighing technology also syncs with 
the SmarterScale to determine body shape and 
distribution of weight. 

Keep track of your weight and body fat 
percentage with SmarterScale. With advanced 

cloud based technologies, SmarterScale will 
recommend a daily amount of movement and 

sync this automatically with SmarterBand to 
keep you on track. SmarterScale also links to 

SmarterFridge to make sure that what you are 
eating is working and will help adjust what food 

you are eating to keep you on track. Set goals 
and achieve them with SmarterScale.

SmarterSit



SmarterView
Keeping your home secure and smart is the aim 
with SmarterView. A mesh network of high 
resolution cameras and microphones inform 
SmarterStart of people within the home, lighting 
conditions, indoor and outdoor temperature and 
even diagnose problems with smart devices 
within the home. SmarterView captures data 
then sends it to the cloud to be analysed to 
enhance your life through advanced tracking. You 
can also call out ‘SmarterView’ to access a voice 
assistant available anywhere in the house.

With face recognition, SmarterView can detect individual 
people and change things within the home to how they like 
it. It can even unlock the door by using facial and SmarterBand 
technology so you’ll never be fumbling for your keys again. 
Letting in guests has never been easier. You can link your 
FaceBook events to SmarterView to detect whether people have 
arrived at the door and alert you when they have, allowing you to 
grant access. 

Security is also paramount and with SmarterView you’re as 
secure as possible. Doors will only open to detected faces 
and will require authentication if not added to a trusted list. In 
the unlikely event that someone does break in, high resolution 
cameras can take highly detailed pictures and face scans to 
capture vital evidence to be used in court. Each SmarterView 
camera has its own battery that can last 12 hours off power and 
is constantly uploading to the cloud so even if the 
power is cut and the camera is destroyed, 
the evidence is still there. 

Have a parcel coming? 
SmarterView will check your 
email to know when you have a 
parcel arriving, detect the delivery 
vehicle and direct the driver 
towards a secure area to leave 
your items. You’ll never miss a 
delivery again.





Don’t waste any electricity when you are away. With SmarterLights and SmarterTemp, control over 
your home has never been simpler - you don’t have to do anything. SmarterStart will assess where 
you are and when it thinks you will be home to make sure that no energy is going to waste. By 
taking advantage of SmarterBand’s location services and other key factors, SmarterStart knows 
when to start up the heating so it’s just the right temperature when you get in. 

Tracking of your set temperature allows SmarterTemp to adjust to your favourite heat or cool 
settings whenever. Coupled with SmarterView, detection of clothing allows us to let you wear 
whatever you want and still feel the same temperature. 

Lights have never been smarter either. With tracking of room to room movement using 
SmarterView, SmarterStart can decide which lights to turn off and on saving electricity at every 
point possible. Even getting into bed will adjust the lighting accordingly, dimming it slowly so 
you fall asleep gradually, then waking you up again in the morning by progressively increasing 
it. SmarterLights even detect when they are going to reach the end of their lives and order 
replacements so you don’t have to.

SmarterLights and 
SmarterTemp



SmarterScreen



Keep an eye on everything in your home using SmarterScreen. It’s advanced OLED screen means 
that only the pixels needed will light up, saving energy and making SmarterScreen blend into the 
background. You can control the whole of your house from SmarterScreen, adjusting the heating 
and lighting from room to room and see the live feeds from any camera in the house.

Every morning you will be displayed current news and events happening around the world from 
our curators along with a personalised catalogue of items you may want to purchase. Our recom-
mendation algorithm takes into account what you use and wear, along with previous purchases to 
accurately recommend items you might want. 



SmarterStart overview
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1 - SmarterFridge
2 - SmarterBed
3 - SmarterScale
4 - SmarterSit
5 - SmarterView module locations
6 - SmarterScreen
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Each SmarterStart comes with:
1  x   SmarterFridge
1  x   SmarterBed
1  x   SmarterScale
2  x   SmarterSit
8  x   SmarterView audio and visual modules
2  x   SmarterScreen





SmarterStart cost:
Pricing for SmarterStart starts very reasonably. To help subsidise living costs, adverts may appear 
from time to time on SmarterScreens and other devices capable of displaying them based on 
data we collect. Additionally, all food ordered by SmarterFridge, lights by SmarterLights, laundry 
for SmarterBed or any replacement parts for other items within SmarterStart are bought through 
the parent company Tanzania automatically meaning you never have to worry about dealing with 
shady online dealers. SmarterStart also collects data and will periodically analyse and share this 
with third party companies to help keep your living costs down*.

Rent pcm:
$300 
Including electricity, gas, water, high speed broadband and Tanzania Priority Delivery (with 
streaming of 1000s of movies and TV shows)



SmarterStart privacy
*Data is collected, stored and understood by machine learning to help us understand how to help you best and 
recommend the best products for you. Any data collected will block out any personal data and will be tied to a random 
number assigned to persons in the home. By signing the SmarterStart agreement, any voice, visual or machine learnt 
data that SmarterStart collects is owned by Tanzania. Tanzania reserves the right to sell this data on to third party 
companies however will not provide any personal private data such as passwords, passports or social security numbers. 
Data collected is encrypted at source then travels to Tanzania servers where it is decrypted and analysed. Tanzania 
reserves the right to store this data indefinitely however users can request this information be deleted if they leave the 
SmarterStart agreement. SmarterView records all the time and all voice and audio data is sent to Tanzania servers to 
be analysed. Tanzania owns all devices within the home and if any break, the tenant is liable for costs. SmarterStart 
requires a constant internet connection and fully working devices. Tanzania reserves the right to fine tenants if either of 
these rules are broken due to user error. More information about this can be requested at 
www.tanzania.com/privacy/smarterstart



Ready to make a
SmarterStart

with
?

Apply now at:
www.tanzania.com/SmarterStart



SmarterStart
powered by


